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(U//FOUO)  “Going Dark” – The Rise of Covert Communications Platforms 

(U)  In October 2014, FBI Director James B. ComeyUSPER discussed the current state of law 
enforcement abilities to leverage communication technology in front of an audience at the Brookings 
Institution.  Director Comey stated: 

(U) Unfortunately, the law hasn’t kept pace with technology, and this disconnect has created a 
significant public safety problem. We call it “Going Dark,” and what it means is this: Those 
charged with protecting our people aren’t always able to access the evidence we need to 
prosecute crime and prevent terrorism even with lawful authority. We have the legal authority to 
intercept and access communications and information pursuant to court order, but we often 
lack the technical ability to do so.1 

(U//FOUO)  Covert messaging applications are fueling the “Going Dark” trend.  Commercially available 
secure communication platforms are not a new concept.  Blackberry Messenger, a PIN-to-PIN 
messaging service available only on Blackberry devices, was touted as an early solution for secure 
corporate communications.  Between 2009 and 2011, messaging apps such as WhatsApp and Kik 
were introduced as cross-platform, over-the-top (OTT) messaging platforms.*,†  AppleUSPER responded 
to the growing popularity of these applications by releasing iMessage on iOS devices in 2012, which 
featured Wi-Fi messaging and end-to-end encryption.  Other secure messaging apps, such as Wickr, 
Telegram, TextSecure, and surespot, were subsequently released.2   

(U//FOUO)  Increased public awareness of government surveillance has contributed to the rising 
consumer demand for covert messaging apps.  This trend led software developers to use advancing 
technologies to make these apps more user-friendly than previous releases.  Technological knowledge 
barriers that once prevented the average citizen from securing his/her communications have fallen, 
and covert messaging apps have gone mainstream.3   

(U//LES)  Criminals and violent extremists have taken notice of the ever-expanding technologies 
available to conceal their interactions and evade detection by law enforcement.4,5,6  In his June 3, 2015 
testimony before the House Committee on Homeland Security, FBI Assistant Director Michael 
SteinbachUSPER pointed to “mobile apps like Kik and WhatsApp as well as data-destroying apps like 
Wickr and surespot” as the burgeoning apps of choice for Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL) 
interactions.7   

(U//FOUO)  With the field of covert messaging platforms continually diversifying, it is important to note 
the subtle differences between the apps and what they offer.  Covert messaging software can 
encompass off-network messaging and/or secure (encrypted) messaging. 

(U//FOUO)  Off-Network Messaging 

(U//FOUO)  Off-network communication technology is popular for messaging apps because it does not 
rely on a mobile phone’s cellular data plan to function.  Instead, users are able to send and receive 
messages from their phone using a Wi-Fi network when cellular networks are not available or if a user 
wants to communicate without using cellular company infrastructure.  Messages do not register on the 
user’s phone plan and are not discoverable by legal demand served on the mobile phone carrier (for 
example, search warrants or court orders; check with your local jurisdiction to determine what 

* (U//FOUO)  Cross-platform in this context refers to the ability of software to function identically on different operating
systems–Apple’s iOS, Google’s Android, Microsoft’s Windows, etc. 
† (U//FOUO)  Over-the-top content refers to the delivery of any content (audio, video, etc.) from a third party service provider. 
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• (U//FOUO)  Bloggers can also act as an unofficial warrant canary for companies.  A tech
blogger regularly e-mails 2foursUSPER, surespot’s parent company, questioning whether or not
they have received requests to cooperate with a government agency and if the company has
ever received a National Security Letter.  In May 2014, 2fours replied that the answer to all of
the blogger’s questions was no.  In November 2014, the blogger repeated the e-mail, and
2fours responded that they had received an e-mail regarding how one could serve a subpoena
to 2fours.  In April 2015, the blogger re-sent the questions and received no reply back from the
company.15

(U//FOUO)  Common Covert Messaging Apps 

(U//FOUO)  Like many commercial products, covert messaging apps are evaluated in online buyers’ 
guides and forums.16  The most highly regarded platforms are discussed below.  Unless otherwise 
noted, the apps are available for both iOS and Android users. 

• (U//FOUO)  KIK – First released in October 2010, the Kik Messenger app allows users to share
voice, text, images, and other content.  Kik Messenger works through a unique Kik ID 
that allows users to contact each other regardless of whether or not they are in the 
recipient’s contact network.  All the user has to do is publicize his/her Kik name, and any 
other Kik user may contact them.17  Due to its popularity with teens and tweens, sexual 

predators have often used Kik.  To combat the pervasive nature of the child exploitation 
threat over its software, Kik partnered with Microsoft’s PhotoDNA software that will help block the 
distribution of child pornography over the app.  Kik recently surpassed 200 million users.18    

• (U//FOUO)  WHATSAPP – With approximately 800 million users, WhatsApp is the most popular
messaging service available.  The company is based in Mountainview, CA and 
FacebookUSPER acquired WhatsAppUSPER in early 2014.19  WhatsApp added TextSecure 
end-to-end encryption technology to their services at the end of 2014.  However, a 
recent study showed that iOS devices do not support the TextSecure protocol, and 
WhatsApp messages sent or received from an iPhone are not encrypted and more 

vulnerable to 
interception.20  

• (U//FOUO)  SURESPOT – First released in December 2014, surespot is a secured messaging
app that allows for voice and text messaging.  It does not support group messaging 
or file attachments other than photos.  Surespot is entirely open source software, so 
the users are able to review the code and security protocols that are used.21  
Surespot is owned and developed by 2fours, a company based out of Boulder, CO.  

Surespot has less than 500,000 downloads through the Google Play store.22 

• (U//FOUO)  TELEGRAM – The Telegram message app was first released in August 2013.
Telegram messaging service is available for phones and personal computers and is 
mostly cloud-based.  The Durov brothers, the founders of Russian VK, developed 
the app, and the company is based in Berlin, Germany.  Telegram has over 50 
million active users and exchanges nearly 1 billion messages a day.23 

• (U//FOUO)  WICKR – The Wickr app was first released in June 2012; it is available on Android
and iOS platforms as well as Windows desktop.  The Wickr app supports the 
transmission of text, video, audio or images.  Users are able to edit images that are 
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sent through the app.  Wickr is based out of San Francisco and has over a million downloads.24 

(U//FOUO)  SCRAMBL3 – The newest secure messaging application, Scrambl3, was released in 
early June 2015.  Scrambl3 is currently only available on Android devices and 
allows for text and voice communication.  Scrambl3 was developed from the last 
NSA standards to protect Top Secret classified communications.25  US MobileUSPER, 
whose headquarters is in Irvine, CA, created the app.  Since the app is newly 
released, Scrambl3 has less than 5,000 downloads from the Google Play store.      
Scrambl3 is not yet available on iOS devices.26 

• (U//FOUO)  THREEMA – The Threema app was released in late 2012, and it supports text,
voice and multimedia messaging.  Threema GmbH developed the software.27  All of 
the company’s servers are located in Switzerland.  Threema has less than 5 million 
downloads in the Google Play store.  

• (U//FOUO)  SILENT CIRCLE – Mike Janke USPER and Phil ZimmermanUSPER founded the Silent
Circle company in 2012.  Zimmerman created Pretty Good Privacy (PGP), a widely 
used e-mail encryption software program.  Silent Phone, released in late 2012, 
offers encrypted video and voice for paid subscribers.  The company followed by 
releasing Silent Text, which offers encrypted data transfers (text, images, audio) 
between parties.  In June 2014, Silent Circle and Geeksphone teamed up to release 

the Blackphone, an Android-based smartphone operating Silent Circle’s full suite of privacy 
products and several other privacy-focused features.  The company will release Blackphone 2 
in September of this year.28  Silent Circle is based out of Switzerland, and the apps have nearly 
a million downloads between iOS and Android platforms.  Dutch mobile network provider KPN 
recently partnered with Silent Circle to become the first telecom provider in the world to offer 
customers encrypted communications services using Silent Text and Silent Phone.29 

(U//FOUO)  See Appendix A for further details on covert messaging apps. 

(U//FOUO)  Terrorists and Criminals Seek Out Secure Communications Services 

(U//FOUO)  While ISIL has been prolific in their use of social media to help radicalize and recruit 
individuals, ISIL members and their supporters are learning the risks and vulnerabilities that arise 
when relying so heavily on publicly available technology.30  ISIL social media accounts now regularly 
feature guidance to their followers on how best to obfuscate communications.  Recommendations now 
include setting up Virtual Private Networks (VPNs) when browsing the internet to conceal Internet 
protocol (IP) address and cookie information, as well as encrypting any e-mails that are sent.31  ISIL 
leaders have become so concerned about surveillance and intelligence collection that they have 
banned certain devices and technologies on the battlefield.  According to media reporting, Apple 
products are forbidden in their caliphate, as ISIL believes Android devices are more secure.32   

(U//FOUO)  As the number of successful counterterrorism interdiction efforts continues to rise, violent 
extremists are increasingly turning to more secure methods of interaction.  Media reporting highlights 
specific communications vulnerabilities, and violent extremist forums regularly discuss the best covert 
communications options.33    
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• (U//FOUO)  On June 8, 2015, Belgian authorities arrested 16 conspirators in several anti-terror
raids.  Belgian law enforcement officials told the media that they had been monitoring the
suspects’ communications over WhatsApp.34

• (U//FOUO)  On May 27, 2015, probably deceased ISIL fighter Junaid Hussain tweeted
publically that any individuals interested in waging lone offender attacks should contact him
using the messaging application surespot.  Hussain stated that “these days u don’t even need
to go abroad for training you can be taught & assisted online via 200 percent secure
methods.”35

• (U//FOUO)  In November 4, 2014, a follower of ISIL on TwitterUSPER, posted publically that
individuals should “NOT use KIK Messenger when chatting about sensitive Jihadi stuff”
because it was not secure.  Following his post, there was a discussion among his followers of
apps that were preferred and known to be secure.36

(U//LES)  Internationally-based violent extremists are not the only ones who have found use for secure 
messaging apps.  A body of open source and law enforcement reporting notes that drug trafficking 
organizations, HVEs, and militia extremists are using the apps to evade surveillance.37 

• (U)  Rafael Caro Quintero, former leader of the Guadalajara cartel, used WhatsApp to send
video messages to leaders of the New Generation Jalisco cartel according to media reporting
in July 2015.38

• (U//LES)  Drug trafficking organizations are using Silent Circle products to encrypt their
communications.  Law enforcement reports Silent Circle is being utilized in Atlanta, Dallas,
Denver, Philadelphia, and San Francisco as of February 2015.39

• (U)  Ali Shukri AminUSPER, a 17-year-old from Virginia, pled guilty to providing material support
and resources to ISIL.  Court documents filed on 11 June 2015 describe the teen’s use of the
surespot app to organize the travel of a supporter to Syria.40

• (U//LES)  Militia extremists in Utah are telling members to use secure messaging services like
Wickr to discuss surveillance and group membership, according to analysis by the Utah
Statewide Information & Analysis Center in April 2015.41

(U//LES)  Law Enforcement Implications for Covert Messaging Apps 

(U//FOUO)  Law enforcement investigators will be able to send legal demand to messaging software 
companies based in the United States.  However, the information that is returned may not be useful, 
as most of these companies do not store message content on their servers.  If the company stores 
message content on its servers, it is likely that the content that is returned will be indecipherable 
without the user’s key, typically stored on the user’s device.  Depending on the app, identifying 
account information may or may not be stored with the company, so it is imperative for the investigator 
to visit the specific app’s website to determine what the company can or cannot produce.  Most 
importantly, nearly all of the companies have data request disclosure policies that will notify the user if 
a legal demand is submitted for the individual’s account information.  It is imperative that investigators 
use language in their legal demand to legally prohibit the company from doing so (“gag order” 
language).   
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(U//FOUO)  If the company is based outside the United States, an investigator must take special 
considerations when filing legal demand to ensure compliance.  In some cases, a Mutual Legal 
Assistance Treaty (MLAT) between the US Government and the company’s host government is 
typically required for any legal demands to be served on the company.42  Kik Messenger, based out of 
Canada, cautions agencies that a MLAT may be required to obtain any user data from Kik.43 

(U//FOUO)  Since the message content in most secure messaging apps is saved only on the device, 
apps like Threema recommend creating an identity backup of the phone using the device’s backup 
system.44  If a backup is created, it could be stored in the device’s cloud storage (e.g., iCloud and 
OneDrive), which means that it may be accessible to law enforcement if the investigator chooses to 
subpoena any cloud accounts for the subject of the investigation.  The identity backups look different 
for each app, but the investigator may be able to see the chat messages and contact list, depending 
on the app and user settings.45 

(U//LES)  Forensic examination of the subject’s device may find conversation artifacts depending on 
the app the subject used.  However, if the device itself has a passcode or is encrypted, the forensic 
analyst will have a greatly reduced chance of recovering any evidence as forensic examination 
technology has limited capability for analyzing locked devices.  Forensic examiners stress the 
importance of interviewing the subject and asking for any device passwords and any passwords or 
keys associated with the apps installed on the subject’s phone.46   

(U)  Outlook 

(U//LES)  The type of app selected by malicious actors is often influenced by both security features 
and the population using the app.  Sophisticated organizations typically use apps that are both      
off-network and encrypted.  Other criminal actors like human trafficking rings or child predators may 
use platforms like Kik, which is not encrypted, because the app’s use among teens is so high.  
Understanding how covert messaging applications work and the different features of secure or off-
network technology is crucial for law enforcement investigators.  Often there will be little information 
that can be retrieved from serving legal demand on these communication software providers.  
However, the ability to recognize that a subject is using a covert app can lead to more informed 
interviews of the subject and any conspirators.  Awareness also enables a more focused forensic 
examination of any devices seized.47   

(U//LES)  Knowledge that the subject of a law enforcement investigation is using covert messaging 
may also enable decisions about alternative investigative techniques such as confidential informants 
or undercover operations. 
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(U//FOUO)  Appendix A – Covert Messaging Application Attributes 

App Encryption/Key 
Assignment 

Message/Data  
Storage and Deletion 

Registration and 
Retention 

Kik None Messages are only stored on the user’s 
device.  Message artifacts can be found 
forensically, even after deletion. 

Register with unique Kik 
username.  The phone number 
of the device is not stored or 
accessible by Kik. 

WhatsApp End-to-end encryption using 
TextSecure encryption on 
Android platform.  Only stores 
keys on the user’s device.  
Assigns new key with every 
message. 

Messages are stored on the user’s 
device.  All messages pass through 
WhatsApp servers.  Files sent through 
messaging (images, videos) are stored 
for a short period of time after 
delivery.48 

Uses device phone number to 
route chats and calls to user.  
Uses device’s phone book to 
find other registered users with 
whom to chat. 

surespot End-to-end encryption.  Key 
pairs are assigned at 
registration, tied to username.  
Users can regenerate their keys 
at any time.  App allows key 
verification between chat 
participants. 

Message data and keys are encrypted 
and stored on the device.  Data can be 
decrypted with user’s password.  
Message deleted from sender’s phone 
will be deleted on the recipient’s phone 
and surespot server as well.  App also 
runs cache processes that will leave 
significant artifacts that can be found 
during forensic examination. 

Register with unique surespot 
username and password.  
Passwords can never be reset 
or recovered.  Users can 
create multiple identities to use 
on the same device.  

Silent Circle 

Silent Phone 
Silent Text 

Uses Silent Circle Instant 
Messaging Protocol (SCIMP) 
with end-to-end encryption.  
Practices forward secrecy by 
assigning distinct keys for each 
message to both users.  Keys 
are erased from memory.   

Silent Text has a “Burn Notice” feature 
that allows users to decide how long a 
message can be viewed before it is 
deleted from both sending and receiving 
devices. 

Paid subscriptions to Silent 
Text and Silent Phone 
required; subscriber credit card 
data is held by StripeUSPER.  
Silent Circle retains username 
and encrypted password. 

Telegram End-to-end encryption only on 
“Secret Chat” feature.  Secret 
Chat has rotating key protocol 
that discards old previously 
used keys. App allows key 
verification between chat 
participants. 

Users can elect to have messages in 
Secret Chat self-destruct after so many 
seconds.  Messages deleted from 
sender’s phone will be deleted on the 
recipient’s phone.  All messages, 
including Secret Chats, are stored in the 
device in plain text.49  Forensic 
examination will likely produce Secret 
Chats and any deleted messages. 

Account is tied to device 
phone number.  Users can 
also establish a public 
username if they want to be 
searchable. 

Wickr End-to-end encryption.  
Practices forward secrecy by 
assigning new keys for each 
message.   

Users can set their message to last 
between three seconds and six days.  
Once messages are deleted, they are 
forensically wiped from the phone.   
“Secure Shredder” feature runs in the 
background and wipes previously 
deleted information, making it 
unattainable to forensic examination.  
Removes all metadata from messages 
and media. 

Device registration is 
encrypted.  Unique Device 
Identifier is never uploaded to 
Wickr’s servers, so user is 
anonymous. 

Scrambl3 Employs encryption protocols 
and then places that information 
in “Dark Internet Tunnels” of 
proprietary encryption protocols. 

No information currently available, as 
the app has just been released. 

No information currently 
available, as the app has just 
been released. 

Threema End-to-end encryption.  Key 
pairs are assigned at 
registration and regenerated 
whenever the app is launched. 

No information available. No phone number is required 
at registration.  However, it is 
recommended that the user 
links the Threema ID to the 
phone number in order to be 
discoverable to contacts. 

UNCLASS FIED//FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY 
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